
Projectionist

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Looking for a stable position to apply skills, extend knowledge and become a versatile employee 
capable of growing.

Skills

Certified Fork-Lift Operator, Familiar with Purchasing Systems.

Work Experience

Projectionist
ABC Corporation  1997 – 1998 
 Inserted film into top magazine reel, or thread film through a series of sprockets and guide 

rollers, attaching the end to a take-up reel.
 Inspected movie films to ensure that they are complete and in good condition.
 Inspected projection equipment prior to operation in order to ensure proper working order.
 Installed and connected auxiliary equipment, such as microphones, amplifiers, disc playback 

machines, and lights.
 Monitored operations to ensure that standards for sound and image projection quality are 

met.
 Observed projector operation in order to anticipate need to transfer operations from one 

projector to another.
 Operated equipment in order to show films in a number of theaters simultaneously.

Projectionist
Delta Corporation  1995 – 1996 
 Roles and Responsibilities Operating and maintaining multiple projectors Splicing movie 

commercials onto cinematic reels Ticket cashier, concession .
 Assembled motion pictures - Performed weekly maintenance on machinery - Oversaw the 

presentation of all films - Also served as Team Leader, making .
 Participated in sales by performing transactions at the box office and concessions during 

prime movie hours -Greeted moviegoers at the front of the .
 Projecting with 35 mm film, working register, food prep and distribution, ticket sales, cleaning,

answering phone, etc Accomplishments Training .
 Ran the projector and did anything else required at a small, neighborhood movie theater, from

the back of the house to the front of the house ticket .
 The job also required rebuilding and rewiring most of the theater.
 Great Customer Service.

Education

Bachelor's in Computer Science and Mathematics - 2002(University of California - Santa Cruz - 
Santa Cruz, CA)
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